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@goddeketal

1/: The inventor of the corona PCR-Test @c_drosten is one of the #protagonists of

the current crisis. He is known for involving himself in contradictions. In 2014, he

gave a legendary #interview to @wiwo (https://t.co/jzTRh5Suhc) that I will address

in this ■■short thread■■.

2/: The interview is significant because @c_drosten made totally sane statements back then that follow the principle of

common sense. Considering his involvement in the "genesis of the current pandemic", his assertions appear in an entirely

different light.https://t.co/PDHboUevSQ

The genesis of a pandemic. 

 

The #Corona crisis began with a panopticon of absurd events, improbable coincidences and outright lies. 

 

Time for a review of the impossibilities. 
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A thread \U0001f9f5 pic.twitter.com/PLbETVv2p8

— Pace \U0001f642 (@theotherphilipp) February 25, 2021

@c_drosten 3/: In 2014, for instance, washing the hands was sufficient against being infected by coronaviruses. Several

years he demands measures that destroy national economies and social life worldwide.

4/: Young @c_drosten also severely criticized the fact that Saudi Arabia used the PCR method to detect potential infections.

From his point of view, that specific method could lead to many irrelevant cases. Nowadays, his view shifted his opinion

towards 'collective punishment'.
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5/: Whereas he demands "testing, testing, testing" nowadays and spreads panic and fear via (social) media, he heavily

condemned that behaviour of Saudi media in 2014. On top of that, he expressed his concern that medial panic could

increase the number of lab tests significantly.

6/: The following statement should be framed since his statement from 2014 is extremely rational, whereas he nowadays

claims to get everybody tested (even though he is also contradictory in this specific case depending on the 'form of the day').



7/: The fact that he supports using his PCR test might be linked to the fact that he has strong economic ties with Olfert

Landt, who is his buddy and PCR manufacturer. Someone with such strong conflicts of interests should not be the

government's advisor. https://t.co/ybvgO3dgHp

1/ In this short \u2b07\ufe0fthread\u2b07\ufe0f, I will tell you why the inventor of the #COVID-PCR test (and German

#Fauci), @c_drosten, is a \u2018pyromaniac firefighter\u2019 with strong economic ties while spreading highly

contradictory messages. pic.twitter.com/Io0YE0wxlh

— Dr. Simon \u30c4 (@goddeketal) January 22, 2021

8/: His maybe most impressive statement in the 2014 interview was that he correctly said that our bodies are constantly

attacked by viruses and bacteria and that our immune system can usually handle them before they can do any harm.
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9/: There is not much left from this correct assumption he made in 2014. Instead, he seemed to have turned 100%

big-pharma, supporting the vaccination of the whole world with insufficiently tested substances.



10/: Almost everything about @c_drosten is shady. His doctoral promotion, his involvement in the swine flu fakedemic, his

economic ties to Olfert Landt's company Tib-Molbiol, his professor status (without habilitation), and now his involvement in

the current "pandemic".
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